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DAYS COMMEMORATING HISTORICAL EVENTS
(16th June to 15th July)

17 June Kar Sewa of the sarovar of Sri Darbar Sahib started. (17-6-1923)
18 June (a) First election of under 'Central Board' under the Gurdawara Act.

(18-6-1926)
(b) All Parties convention at Chandigarh demanded return of Punjab to

Chandigarh. (18-6-1968)
19 June Gurdwara Bhai Pheru case decided in the favour of Sikhs by a

judicial court. (19-6-1931)
22 June The Viceroy announced formation of Interim goverment for India,

Sikh decided to boycott the Cabinet Mission. (22-6-1946)
26 June Painda Khan and Adina Begh attacked  Sri Anandpur Sahib.

(26-6-1700)
27 June Death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. (27-6-1839)
30 June House of Commons (U.S.A.) discussed Sikh problems. 204 mem-

bers supported Sikh cause. (30-6-1989)
1 July Battle of Nangal Gujran. Baba Gurdita alongwith one hundred Sikhs,

fought on the side of Himat Chand Handuri against the Pathan Chief
of  Ropar. (1-7-1635)

7 July S. Surjit Singh Barnala appeared at Sri Akal Takhat Sahib.(7-7-1988)
8 July Tara Singh Moga moved Gurdwara Bill in Punjab Legislative

Council. (8-7-1925)
9 July (a) Gurdwara Bill passed an Act. (9-7-1925)

(b) Akali Dal launched agitation agianst imposition of internal emergency
by Indira Gandhi. (9-7-1975)

10 July The ban on Punjabi Suba Zindabad slogan withdrawn. (10-7-1955)
12 July Master Tara Singh demanded referendum of on the issue of Punjabi

Suba. (12-7-1961)
15 July (a) Delegation of Khalsa Darbar met Gandhi at Lahore. Gandhi assured

the Sikhs that Congress shall not accept any constitution that did not
satisfy Sikhs. (15-7-1934)

(b) Master Tara Singh demanded Sikh State and presented analogy of
Isreal, If Isreal can be created for 10% Jews then why not for the
Sikhs whose homeland is Punjab. (15-7-1945)
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CULMINATION AND BEGINNING
The period of Guru Gobind Singh ji was atonce a period of culmination as well

as beginnings. It marked the culmination because the concepts, organisational structure
and goals of Sikhism became clear and concrete and elaborated to their logical end.
This obviously brushed aside the views of some of scholars who are wont to champion
that the tenth Guru stood away from Guru Nanak dev ji.
Concept of God

On conceptual plane, the Guru Gobind Singh ji was monotheist of the type of
Guru Nanak dev ji. As with all the Gurus God with him was a living experience, a primal
force to create, recreate and to take care of his creations; but in His social functions of
God, the Guru regarded Him 'smasher of the tyrants' 'All-steel' and the protector and
saviour of the righteous. This was obviously the logical development of the concept of
God. Guru Nanak dev ji only once mentioned the God, "the killer of the unrighteousness."
This function of God continued to be hinted by Guru Arjan also; but it fell to the tenth
Guru to express this thing clearly, explicitly and unequivocally. This function was not only
the result of thinking in an ivory tower, it was rooted in the social pattern which the Gurus
were striving to emerge. A community of house-holders, would ill-brook God who is
unconnected with them and does not protect them against the disturbers of peace and
destroyers of life and property.

Guru Gobind Singh ji in Akal Ustat Says: "Thou art the protector of life and the
giver of all prosperity Thou art the cure of all sorrows and sufferings"
"I bow to Him Whom I see here as a warrior fully armed, and there is a scholar seeking
pure knowledge."

That God helped and protected his dear ones or the good, and destroyed the

In continuation with the last edition:

SRI GURU GOBIND SINGH JI

(1666-1708)

We are taking pleasure while publishing these contents from the book

'History of the Sikh Gurus' by S. Surjit Singh Gandhi former Head of Sikh

History Research Board (SGPC).

-S. Surjit Singh 'Gandhi'
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evil was an old recognised strand of Sikh metaphysics. Guru Gobind Singh ji not only
laid more emphasis on this strand than was the case before but also evolved the idea
further. He envisaged God as a mighty, invisible warrior armed to the teeth and ever-
ready to use his powers in support of the good.

This institution of Guru also touched its culmination point during the period of
Guru Gobind Singh ji.

This institution of Guru also touched its culmination point during the period of
Guru Gobind Singh ji. The Guru had acquired a place of great importance in Sikh religion
from the s very beginning. The predominant personality of the Guru supplied a nucleus
around which Sikh Panth could rally.
Evolution of the Sikh Scriptures

StilI another respect in which the tenth Guru brought to .completion the
development of an important old institution was the evolution of the Sikh scriptures.
Guru Arjan Dev had done a great job by authenticating the diverse compositions and
preparing a single holy book for the benefit of his people. But since then, the work had
remained where it was left. Guru Gobind Singh ji included in it the Slokas of his father
and put the seal of finality on it. Subsequently, this finalised version of Adi Granth was
invested with Guruship.
Institution of Sangat

Besides, he completed the evolution of institution known as Sangat, In the
beginning, it was merely a religious gathering of devotees, functioning more or less in
isolation. Gradually there was increase in its function, and the isolation of one from the
other was lessened by the forging of common links, such as building up certain religious
centres, institution of manjis and masands as the agencies of the central leadership and
the assertion of the principle of the supremacy of the Guru. Guru Gobind Singh ji raised
them to the state of Khalsa having thereby investing them with the right's and powers of
dealing with the Guru's directly instead of through some agency. According to Dr. Fauja
Singh "With the foundation of the Khalsa, the network of semi-integrated Sangat was
fully integrated." The investing of the Khalsa with supreme powers marked the completion
of the historical process long underway.

The institution of Guruship also touched its culminating point under the direction
of Guru Gobind Singh ji. Throughout the development of Sikhism in (he pre-Gobindian
period, the Guru had been assigned a place of predominance and significance. Guru
Nanak dev ji regards the Guru as an absolute necessity. Guru Nanak dev ji, in so many
verses, highlights this point. As a matter of fact in Guru Nanak dev ji's system, the Guru
formed the pivot on which everything else hanged. The disciple was asked to walk in the
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path of God, to remain ever content with His will and to obey His commands. But in
these matters, as in everything else, the Guru was to point out the right path, he was to
interpret the will of God, and the commands of the Almighty were also to issue forth
through the medium of his ordinances. The Guru, therefore, was to be implicitly obeyed.
In the Guru Granth, this fact is emphasised again and again. We can glean a large number
of verses from the compositions. Guru Amar Das, Ram Das and Arjan Dev enjoin upon
us to obey the Guru in letter and spirit. Guru Ram Das says:

"Sikhs of the Guru and friends, walk in God's way. Faithfully obey what the
Guru preacheth, Hear, servants of God and brethren, serve the Guru very promptly. Tie
up service to the Guru as Thy travelling expenses to God, Think not of to-day or to-
morrow."

Sikh tradition is also eloquent on this point. Bhai Gurdas who lived in the late
16th sentury says in his . exposition of the essence of the Sikh religion, "The Sikh who
receiveth the Guru's instruction is really a Sikh. To become a disciple must be like a
purchased slave, fit to be yoked, to any work which may serve his Guru. Love none but
the Guru; all other love is false (Mac. iv, 244-63).

A natural consequence of such teaching was the unquestioning devotion of the
Sikhs to their spiritual head. The author of Dabistan who had frequent intercourse with
Guru Har Gobind sahib narrates a story how a certain Guru praised a parrot and a Sikh
immediately went to its owner and offered to barter his wife and daughter for the bird.
This story and many others of this type which we cannot afford to narrate here on
account of the paucity of space, testify one thing atleast that the Sikhs had got utmost
devotion for their Guru. Sujan Rai of Batala wrote in 1696, "The reliance which this sect
(Sikhs) has on its leader is seldom seen in other sects. If a way-farer arrived at mid night
and takes the name of Baba Nanak, he is treated as a brother" (India of Aurangzeb page
91).

"The implicit faith in a' common superior knit the Sikhs together like the soldiers
of the regiment. The predominant personality of the Guru supplied a nucleus around
which the Sikh Panth could gradually arise." "Under the leadership of the Sikh Gurus,
the Sikhs evolved a sense of corporate unity which found expression through their
behaviour and institutions such as Langar and Sangat."

But what was the sense where the Guru came to hold upto the period of Guru
Gobind Singh ji. The Guru was understood in three ways: The Guru was God, he was
the voice of God and, he was the 'word', the Truth of God. A large number of verses can
be quoted in support of the aforesaid three senses in which the Guru was held.

If we go deeper we will find complete identification of the apparently different
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sense. The following passage amply proves our point:
"The word is Guru and the mind (which is focused on it continually) is the disciple.

By dwelling on the ineffable one, on Him the eternal Guru-Gopa, I remain detached, it is
only through the word tbat I dwell on Him and so through the Guru, the fire of Haumai is
extinguished."1  (Sidh Gosti, 44 G.G. p. 943).

The passage quoted above from Siddh Gosht brings out this identity not just
with the pronouncement that the word is the Guru but also with the reference to the
Guru-Gopal. God Himself is Truth.

Closely connected with the above definition of the Guru is the question "were
the Sikh Gurus not Gurus?" They were Gurus but in the sense that they were the perfect
personalities embodying in themselves 'The Truth'. Conveying only the truth; their persons,
in themselves, were not Gurus. This fact the Gurus themselves brought horne to the
people by example and precept.

It is stated in the old Janam Sakhi that when Guru Nanak dev ji finally resolved
to make Lahina his successor, he put five paisa before Guru Angad and fell down before
his feet. In the Tikke di War or the Coronation Ode we are told that "Guru Nanak dev
ji in bowing to Guru Angad reversed the order of things." It shows that from the very
beginning the impersonal character of Guruship was recognised. The personality of the
Guru was detached from the spirit of Guruship which was to be regarded as one, indivisible
and even continuous.

Purther the fact that the name Lahma was changed to Angad must be regarded
as equally significant. Speaking of the nomination of Angad to the Guruship, the Coronation
Ode says, "He had the same light, the same ways, the thing merely changed his own
body." His idea is stressed again and again in the Sikh writings. The Guruship was
something apart from the personality of the Guru and this would explain how the successive
Gurus could be regarded identical.

Reference:-

1. Translation by Micheal; “Guru Nanak dev ji and the Sikh Religion”.

Conti....
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